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“Bee Hair Bow” 
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Make your little bizzy bee’s outfit complete by adding an adorable hair bow with 
embroidered button center. 
 
Skill Level: Beginner  
 
Created by: Kelly Laws, Marketing Project Manager 
Button Courtesy of Hope Yoder 
 
Supplies:  
Baby Lock Sewing and Embroidery Machine  
“Bizzy Bee” embroidered button cover design collection from Hope Yoder 
Button~Ups Fabric Button Cover Machine from Hope Yoder or 
1 ½” Button cover kit 
White ribbon 
¾ yard of 7/8” wide yellow, black and white print plaid ribbon  
1 yard of 1” wide yellow with white mini dot ribbon 
1 yard ¼” wide yellow ribbon with a decorative edge 
All-purpose white thread  
Madeira embroidery threads in the following colors: 

White, black, pink, yellow, gold, grey, green,  
Hand needle 
Barrette 
Temporary Spray adhesive 
Baby Lock Tear-Away stabilizer  
Scissors 
 
 
Instructions: 
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1. Transfer the letter to the machine using your preferred transfer method. 
2. Hoop the stabilizer and a piece of white ribbon centered in the 4”x 4” 

hoop.  
3. Embroider the letter. Remove the excess stabilizer and follow the Fabric 

Cover Button machine directions or the direction from the button cover kit 
to cover the button. 

4. Thread a hand needle and knot the end. 
5. Cut six 4” strips from the narrow yellow ribbon. 
6. Fold the ribbon so the ends are in the center, and 

each end has a loop. Place the needle through 
the center of the ribbon holding both ends and the 
center in place.  

7. Repeat for the remaining strips. Cross the 
direction of the loops each time to make an even 
and full bow. 

8. Cut two 9” strips from the dotted ribbon.  
9. Fold the ribbon so the ends are in the center, each end has a loop and the 

dots are visable on the outside of the ribbon. Place the needle through the 
center of the ribbon holding both ends and the center in place. Repeat for 
the remaining strip.  

10. Cut two 9” strips from the plaid ribbon.  
11. Continue layering the strips in the same method as above alternating the 

direction of the loops to make an even and full bow. 
12. Cut two 5” strips from the dotted ribbon.  
13. Cut V shaped notches from each end of the strips.  
14. Do not fold these strips, instead cross these strips, so the ends are 

showing. 
15. Take a few hand stitches back and forth through the center of the hair bow 

to secure the ribbons. 
16. Attach the button to the center front and the hair barrette to the back of the 

bow. 
 

 
 
 For other exciting projects like this one, visit our Web site at www.babylock.com
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